


he Yves Saint Laurent boutique on Madison Avenue on Manhat-
tan's Upper East Side is always the epitome of luxe cool, even on
a recent warm August afternoon. Its impeccably polished black
cabinets are filled with the latest must-have accessories, among
them a python Muse handbag that retails for $3,295 and $760
red sandals with four-inch heels. Chic, unsmiling clerks fiddle
with the clothing, which includes a $17,000 hand-painted floral
gown. Indeed, the only thing marring this perfectly impenetrable
tableau is a small brushed-silver box in the window with a single
word printed on it: "Sale."

In its own refined way, the venerable luxury business is show-
ing signs of weakness. Besides the discounts at Gucci's YSL shop
in New York (some items were marked down about 50%), retailer
Saks Fifth Avenue started its end-of-season sales far earlier than
usual this year. In London, remarks one garmento, "you could
shoot a cannon down Jermyn Street," home to a handful of be-
spoke shirtmakers. And Italian high-end clothier Brioni concedes
that some American customers who used to purchase five suits a
year are downsizing to three.

Luxury is still faring better than general retailing, but after
five years of strong growth, the business is hunkering down to
withstand a triple onslaught: fast-rising costs for everything from
diamonds to freight; a consumer retrenchment in the core U.S.,
European, and Japanese markets; and, for the predominantly
European producers, a sharp appreciation in the value of the euro
against the dollar and other currencies. Consultant Bain & Co.
now expects that the $270 billion luxury market will grow about
2% this year once exchange rates are factored in. That's still in pos-
itive territory, but it's sharply down from the 6.5% growth in 2007.
A survey by the Italian trade group Altagamma in June showed
that operating margins at many brands were flat or falling.

And luxury is losing its luster on Wall Street: Deutsche Bank
in July slashed its earning forecasts for the entire sector; it rates
none of the luxury stocks a buy. Most troubling is the news from
luxury's biggest distributors, upscale department stores such as
Saks and Neiman Marcus. Under huge pressure to improve their
own flagging performance, they are curtailing orders for next year,
demanding steeper rebates, and discounting unsold merchandise
far more quickly than they used to. "I've done this for a long time,
and this is one of the most volatile times I've ever experienced," says
Angela Ahrendts, CEO of British brand Burberry.

Just a few months ago executives of the world's leading luxury
companies insisted that their businesses were recession-proof. Ber-
nard Arnault, the founder and chief executive of France's LVMH,
which owns brands ranging from Dior to Dom Perignon, was speak-
ing for the entire industry when he told a conference in Moscow last
winter that luxury would be less affected than other sectors and
added, "I am quite confident we can get through this crisis." The very
richest buyers, Arnault and his peers argued, would always find the
budget for elegant baubles and designer handbags. And newly afflu-
ent customers in China, Russia, and other emerging markets would
more than compensate for any softness in consumer spending in the
developing world. Indeed, several major luxury groups, including
LVMH, Gucci, Tiffany, Coach, Burberry, and Richemont Group, all
showed solid revenue growth in the first half of the year.

But there's little question that the broader economic slowdown—
and persistent pessimism—in the U.S. and elsewhere will hurt
luxury's growth prospects and perhaps force some brands and re-
tailers to rethink the very essence of luxury. "Everything that surfed
on the wave of bling is going to be called into question," says Jean-
Christophe Bedos, CEO of upscale French jeweler Boucheron.

Just as luxury retrenched after the excesses of the 19805 and dot-
com eras—even high-end consumers rejected over-the-top jewelry
and outre fashions in favor of understated cashmere sweaters and
insignia-free garb—the luxurymania of recent years, too, may be
on the way out. The toning down already has begun: At Yves Saint
Laurent, for example, one of the big hits at the moment is a ready-
to-wear collection called Edition 24 that is not only less expensive
than its other collections but also—gasp!—deliberately designed to
last more than one season. It's one early answer to what's shaping up
as an existential question for the top brands: Even after the global
economy stabilizes, will anyone want $2,000 handbags, $5,000
watches, and $300 sunglasses? Or is there a risk that "luxury" will go
the way of yuppies and become a fad that many would prefer to for-
get? "This is a crisis of values," says YSL CEO Valerie Hermann.

AT BURBERRY, CEO AHRENDTS IS GIRDING for a slowdown by trying

to make her operation more efficient. She has folded 21 scattered



distribution centers into three regional hubs and says she hopes
that better sourcing will help to ease pressure on margins. "The
good news is that the sector is still outperforming others over the
next two years," she says. "It's just a matter of getting through the
storm by focusing on the right markets, the right suppliers, and
the right categories. We're looking at everything now. We've got
to run a tighter, smarter business."

The slumping dollar poses particular problems to European
brands, since they live or die on their reputation for being made in
Europe. Until recently, while demand remained strong, they were
able to pass on higher costs to customers. But price rises in today's
climate are now risky. "If it's a hand-embroidered dress, there's no
difference between $15,000 and $15,500," says Hermann at Yves
Saint Laurent. "But if it's a bag, there is an important difference
between $1,000 and $1,200." One of her ways of dealing with the
currency crunch: She is trying to speed up production in order to
get goods to U.S. and other department stores three weeks earlier
so that they can stay on the racks at full price for longer.

What nobody is going to do, except as a last resort, is cut back
on marketing or new store openings. That's all about image, the
lifeblood of the business. Some brands are trying to be creative
with their marketing dollars. Boucheron's Bedos tells Fortune the
jeweler is teaming up with the traveling arts carnival Spiegelworld,
which created a show about the company's 150-year history. They'll
take it on tour around several American cities this fall with a
Boucheron boutique in tow. (Bedos calls it a "disruptive strategy"
for difficult times.) The Swiss watch brand Breguet has an exhibi-
tion in the Louvre in Paris next year. And Cartier continues to roll
out unique top-end items, including those costing $1 million or
more, even as demand for some of the less expensive watches and
rings show signs of fragility, especially in the U.S.

In particular, luxury brands are frantically opening stores in
China, Russia, and the Middle East. Executives like Bernard For-
nas, CEO of Cartier, say this gives their company geographic di-
versity—important at a time when the Japanese and U.S. luxury

DRIVING A DECADE OF DECADENCE
Sales for the top 200 luxury brands have growth equally across all re-
gions, but Europe remains the top market for glamour goods.
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markets are looking weak. "Not everything goes well or badly at
the same time," says Fornas, who is adding stores in Azerbaijan,
Ukraine, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia. Cartier is banking big on one
market in particular: Fornas expects China to be his single biggest
market by 2012, and he's continuing to add new stores there; by the

end of this year there'll be 28, up
from 22 currently.

Even much smaller brands like
Brioni are chasing emerging mar-
kets. Brioni's elegant suits were
first popularized in the 19505
by Clark Gable and other Holly-
wood stars. At its manufacturing
base in the Italian hilltop town
of Penne, near Pescara, about a
2y2-hour drive from Rome, it still
makes suits the old-fashioned
way, by hand, with needle and
thread rather than a sewing
machine. It is immensely labor-
intensive: Each buttonhole takes
10 minutes to stitch. Brioni is still
owned and run by the families
of the two founders, Nazareno
Fonticoli and Gaetano Savini,
and with annual sales of about

$300 million, it's a minnow compared with billion-dollar brands
Cartier or Louis Vuitton. But under Andrea Perrone, the 38-year-
old grandson of Savini, Brioni, too, is seeking its future in far-flung
places. Working with local partners, it recently opened stores in
Kuala Lumpur and Hong Kong, and it plans to follow suit in Delhi,
Macau, Beijing, and Jakarta. That's a leap into the unknown,
especially for a small firm, but Perrone sees little choice. Histori-
cally, the brand has depended on the U.S. market for up to 35% of
its sales—a reliance that scared him. "We had zero in Asia. It was

important to diversify," he says.
Yet diversification has its costs and difficul-

ties, and is far from being an automatic recipe for
success. There's no guarantee Ukrainian or Ma-
laysian consumers, say, will lap up every luxury
brand that parachutes into their countries. The
best retail locations are pricey or already taken,
and rising up the value chain can be easier said
than done. Look at Tod's. The Italian shoe group,
owned by Diego della Valle, has sought to expand
aggressively outside its home market and boost
its luxury allure by adding leather goods such as
handbags and other accessories. It has done well
in Italy despite the lackluster e^pnomy there, but
elsewhere Tod's has faltered, particularly in the
U.S. and Japan. Its profit margins are dropping.
And in the first quarter of 2008 its leather goods
sales fell by more than 5%, prompting at least one
analyst, HSBC's Antoine Beige, to conclude that



Tod's business model "is failing." The company says that's not
true and that its strategy remains valid.

LUXURY BRANDS HAVE RIDDEN OUT important changes in trends in
the past. In post-communist Russia, it used to be that the bigger
the logo and the gaudier the display, the better it sold. That has
changed markedly, to the point where well-heeled Russians now
rush to buy understated brands. In China, luxury used to be for
men only; it's just in the past few years that women's luxury goods
like apparel have also taken off. And in Japan, the generation of

young women in their 2os who drove luxury
growth for most of the 19905 are settling
down to start families and buy apartments,
and no longer have the disposable income,
or the appetite for all those handbags, that
they once did. As a result, Japan has dropped
from about 15% of worldwide luxury con-
sumption to about 12% today, and falling.

The lessons the big brands learned from
those changes—and from the last industry
contraction, in 2001-03—is that even as they
track the shifts, they need to keep hammer-
ing away at the dream. They're not so much

selling handbags, suits, or watches as quality, status, and
prestige. If consumers start worrying about the pricetag,
everyone's in trouble. In luxury "there is no relationship be-

tween the product and the price. They are totally disconnected," says
Elisabeth Ponsolles des Fortes, chief executive of Comite Colbert, a
trade group representing major French luxury brands. Brioni CEO
Andrea Perrone, for one, is convinced that true luxury will never
go out of style. He quotes his grandfather as saying, "Particularly
in moments of crisis, men like to dress elegantly." It's a charming
idea, and as the world's luxury brands brace for some tougher times,
they're all crossing their fingers that he's right, 
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